Background
• increasingly, there are very large public or private data sources that provide summary or crude (error-prone) information, although individual data in such external data may not be accessible
• to analyze data from specific internal studies that collect more detailed and precise data while utilizing crude or summary information from external big data sources 
• semiparametric constrained likelihood:
-λ: Lagrange multipliers -θ is fixed at θ = θ * ≈ θ when external data is very large -F (X, Z) is common and treated nonparametrically Empirical (Profile) Likelihood
• profiling out δ 1 , . . . , δ m first leads to the log pseudo-likelihood:
The Proposed Estimator for β • N 1 and N 0 the numbers of cases and controls sampled in internal study
probability for a given value of β
Constrained Likelihood under Case-Control Design
• the likelihood for the internal case-control sample:
l cc λ = log (L cc β,F ) + λ T u β (X, Z; θ)dF (X, Z)
• profiling out the masses of F (X, Z) leads to the log pseudo-likelihood l * ,cc 
Asymptotic Properties
• the CML estimator β is asymptotically more efficient than that based on the internal data only 
• not using external information
• consistent but losing efficiency when external information is available
• generalized regression (GR) (Chen and Chen, 2000 JRSSB)
• originally developed for internal study under simple random sampling 
